[After solos D.C. al Coda]
(B FLAT TRUMPET)

FISH WARS

{B FLAT TRUMPET, B BLUES - START STRAIGHT 8TH THEN MAY SWING SOLOS)

(C7sus) (HEAD IN: PNO & GTR PLAY/HRNS TAQT FIRST 12 BARS)

{B FLAT TRUMPET, B FLAT MAJOR MODAL, FISH WARS}
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Fish Wars

(Tenor Sax)

J = 144 (Bb Blues - start straight 8th then may swing solos)

(Head In: Pno & Gtr play/Hrs tacet first 12 bars)
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(To Coda) (D7(#5) B♭ D♭♭

(Solos)

C7sus

F7sus

G7sus

F7sus

A♭7sus

(After solos D.C. al Coda)

(The end of the double harmony part)
(Solo)

Bb7sus

Eb7sus  Bb7sus

F7sus  Eb7sus  Gb7sus

(After solos D.C. al Coda)

Emaj modal
**Fish Wars**

\[ J = 144 \]

(B, BLUES - START STRAIGHT 8TH THEN MAY SWING SOLOS)

(HEAD IN: PNO & GTR PLAY/HENS TACET FIRST 12 BARS)

**Stephen Anderson**
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Fish Wars

\( \text{Bb Blues} \) - Start straight 8th then may swing solos

**A**

(Head in: Pno & Gtr play/Hns tacet first 12 bars)

**B**

**C**

(On out head, drums blow over melody through the end)
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Fish Wars

$\text{ BPM = 144 (B}_b\text{ BLUES - start straight 8th then may swing solos)}$

\text{(Head in: Pno & Gtr play/Hrs tacet first 12 bars)}

\text{(Melody provided for reference only)}

\text{(Play Figures)}

E Majmodal (On out head, drums blow over melody through the end)
(BRACKET W/ A MELODIC MIN.)

(To Coda)  C,7(#9)  A7  C,06

(Solos)

B,7sus

Eb7sus

B,7sus

F7sus  Eb7sus  Gb7sus

(AFTER SOLOS D.C. AL CODA)

Emajmodal
Fish Wars

\( \text{Drums} \)

\( J = 144 \) (Bb, BLUES - START STRAIGHT 8TH THEN MAY SWING SOLOS)

\( \text{A} \) Bb7sus \( (\text{HEAD IN: Pno & Gtr play/Hns tacet first 12 bars}) \)

\( \text{B} \) Bb7sus

\( \text{C} \) E Maj Modal

\( \text{On out head, drums blow over melody through the end} \)
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